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(57) Abstract: The present invention discloses a stabilizer for a video camera (1) with the shooting direction controlled by the
handle (2) being mounted on a tripod (7) or similar structure with fixed counterweights (3) preferably placed at the end of the foots
(8), which is attached to the tripod (7) via a gimbal (4) with free rotational axis. The movable counterweights (5) are hung on the
handle (2) via cords (6) and move on the tripod legs (8) depending on the relative angles between the handle (2) and the tripod (7),
thus changing the equilibrium point of the whole video camera (1) more tripod (7) more fixed counterweights (3)," making it pos
sible to gently steer the direction of shooting on angles yaw, pitch and roll without losing the stability of the video camera caused by
rapid oscillations of the handle (2).



DESCRIPTION

"CONTROLLED VIDEO CAMERA STABILIZER"

Technical field of the invention

The invention relates to the video camera stabilizer

controlled in an innovative way that works both as a support

to steady the video camera (1) and also as a means to control

the direction of shooting.

A video camera (1) mounted on a tripod (7) or similar

structure with fixed counterweights (3) preferably placed at

the end of the foots (8), is stabilized and has the shooting

direction controlled by the handle (2), which is joined to

the tripod (7) via a gimbal (4) with free rotational axis.

The movable counterweights (5) are hung on the handle (2) via

cords (6) and move on the tripod legs (8) depending on the

relative angles between the handle (2) and the tripod (7),

thus changing the equilibrium point of the whole video camera -

(1) more tripod (7) more fixed counterweights (3), maki-ng it

possible to gently steer the direction of shooting on angles

yaw, pitch and roll without losing the stability of the video

camera caused by rapid oscillations of the handle (2) . The

calibration of the equilibrium point is achieved by adjusting

the turnbuckles (9) of the cords (6) which are situated

inside the handle (2) , having adjusting screws (10) for

adjusting the position of the movable counterweights (5)

independently .



Prior art

Prior art of video stabilizers consists in the

stabilization of the video camera and a counterweight

supported by a gimbal or swivel ball, connected to an handle,

being necessary to apply a force directly to the camera or

counterweight to control and change the shooting direction,

normally using the hand that is not holding the handle. This

requires a lot of expertise from the camera operator to apply

gentle forces to get and maintain a stable and smooth

footage, accompanying the intended video camera direction.

The difficulty gets greater when the total weight of the

video camera more the counterweight gets smaller, since it

will take less strength and higher sensitivity to affect the

equilibrium of the system. Current developments in technology

allow the disposal of smaller and very low weight video

cameras, they can be used with traditional video stabilizers,

but it is necessary to add weight to the video camera

stabilizer, in the side of the camera, so that it may return

to balance, making possible the control in the traditional

way. Thus losing the benefit of being able to have a stable

and compact lightweight shooting system.

Example of such systems are disclosed in WO2011127600

of 2011/10/20, CN201903734 of 2011/07/20, US2011157384 of

2011/06/30, CN201191347 of 2009/02/04 and US2009257741 of

2009/10/15.



Invention Summary

This patent application aims to describe the

controlled video camera stabilizer.

The invention solves the problem of stabilizing and

controlling a video camera through a simple mechanical

process, independently of using a reduced weight video camera

and stabilizer. The invention enables the control of the

video shooting direction exclusively through the guidance of

the handle (2) while maintaining the stability of the video

camera under rapid oscillations thereof. It simplifies and

makes the shooting of stabilized videos intuitive for any

camera operator, even without experience and using only one

hand.

The invention consists of a mechanical feedback

balance of the video camera (1) plus the fixed counterweights

(3), plus the tripod (7) through the mobile counterweights

(5) . The masses of counterweights (3) and (5) are adapted to

the weight of the video camera (1), minimizing the overall

weight. The movement of the mobile counterweights (5) on the

tripod legs (8) leads to a change of the application point of

their weight on the tripod (7), changing the equilibrium

point of the system: video camera (1), more tripod (7), more

counterweights (3, 5). The dynamic response of the system to

oscillations induced in the handle (2) and the optimum

damping coefficient are set by the mass of the movable

counterweights (5), the aperture angle of the tripod legs (8)

and the coefficient of friction between them when the movable

counterweights (8) move due to the relative change of angles



between the handle (2) and the tripod (7) . Obtaining this way

a system feedback loop which work as a low pass filter,

capable of eliminating undesired high frequency oscillations

of the handle (2) to the video camera (1), and letting

through the low frequency oscillations and the component

continue motion of the handle (2) to the video camera (1).

The device operates simultaneously for all rotation axes,

yaw, pitch and roll. The time response to changes in handle

(2) can also be adjusted by the operator by adding or

removing mass to the fixed counterweights (3) or movable

counterweights (5) . The mass of magnets can be used for this

purpose, making it easy to add and remove mass. Other

configurations with different localization and number of

fixed and movable counterweights can be obtained maintaining

the same system feedback loop.

The mechanical process of feedback balance to

stabilize and control the video camera (1) is obtained

mounting it to a tripod (7) or similar structure with fixed

counterweights (3) preferably placed at the end of the foots

(8). The video camera (1) is stabilized and has the direction

of shooting controlled through the handle (2), which is

attached to the tripod (7) through a gimbal (4) with the axis

of rotation free. The movable counterweights (5) are hung on

the handle (2) via cords (6) and move on the tripod legs (8)

depending on the relative angles between the handle (2) and

the tripod (7), thus changing the equilibrium point of the

whole video camera (1) more tripod (7) more fixed

counterweights (3) , making it possible to gently steer the

direction of shooting for the angles yaw, pitch and roll

without losing the stability of the video camera (1) caused

by rapid oscillations of the handle (2) . The calibration of



the equilibrium point is achieved by adjusting the

turnbuckles (9) of the cords (6) which are situated inside

the handle (2), having adjusting screws (10) for adjusting

the position of the movable counterweights (5) independently.

All the stabilizing system including the video camera

(1), the fixed counterweights (3), the gimbal (4), the

movable counterweights (5), the cords (6), the tripod (7) and

the foots (8) can optionally be mounted inside a protective

transparent housing, this way protecting the stabilizing

system against rain, wind or underwater use. The handle (2)

left outside the housing but rigidly connect to it allows the

control of the shooting direction.

The invention is not limited to the above procedure,

other configurations and modifications are possible still

remaining within the scope of the following claims;



CLAIMS

controlled video camera stabilizer, characterized

a ) having a tripod (7) where can be mounted a

video camera (1), with fixed counterweights (3)

placed at the end of the foots (8);

b ) comprising a handle (2) that controls the video

camera (1) footage direction in a stabilized

way, which is attached to the tripod (7)

through a gimbal (4) with free rotation axis;

c ) having movable counterweights (5) that are hung

on the handle (2) via cords (6), which move on

the tripod legs (8) depending on the relative

angles between the handle (2) and the tripod

(7) ;

2 . A controlled video camera stabilizer according to

claim 1 , characterized in that it comprises

turnbuckles (9) of the cords (6) situated inside the

handle (2) with set screws (10) to calibrate the

equilibrium point of the stabilizer adjusting the

position of the movable counterweights (5)

independently;



3 . A controlled video camera stabilizer according to

claim 1 , characterized in that the mass of the fixed

counterweights (3) and the movable counterweights (5)

are adjusted by the addition or removal of magnets

that connect to the counterweights;
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